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CHAPTER I

PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION IDENTIFIED

Introduction
Physical distribution is an important subject for three reasons:
(1) the magnitude of physical distribution costsj (2) the great poten
tial cost-savings which may be realized under effective distribution
management; (3) the fact that physical distribution is a major function
of business activity requiring a philosophy and a plan or organization
to cope successfully with all its elements.
First, distribution will be defined, and then broken down into
its major elements.
established.

Next, the magnitude of distribution costs will be

From here, the big $#)bl8m facing many firms, that of

decentralization and dispersion of distribution activities, causing
inefficiency, high costs, and general confusion, will be introduced.
This will be followed by a discussion of the standard, old-style dis
tribution system.

For this discussion, an organizational chart will be

used as an illustrative aid.

Organizational charts will also be used

to illustrate the realignment of the distribution fonction taking place
throughout the business world.

Next, a presentation of the evolution

of a distribution system will be made.

To tie in, and lend reality to

the material covered up to this point, a short case study of the Pills
bury Company's Grocery Products Division will be discussed.

Following

this discussion will be an outline, or checklist, which may be used
for a balanced review of a physical distribution system.

1

Lastly, the
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widespread support of the concept of organizing for a separate physical
distribution function, by noted authors, business periodicals, industry,
and the Federal Government, will be reviewed.
The main purpose of this paper is to present and discuss physical
distribution as a whole subject at all times.

In fact, a common failing

(which will be discussed more fully later) of many firms is their in
ability to grasp the problem of distribution in its entirety.

It is

felt that there is a trend in the business world today to become overly
engrossed with glamorous concepts such as automation, computers, and
the like, while the more old-fashioned ideas of good initial organiza
tion and periodic review of operations are sadly negleeted.

John F.

Stolle, noted management consultant, states:
. . . business has become entranced with the analytical tools
— linear programming, non-linear programming, and simulation,
for example— and for good reason, since they add greatly to
management's capability. But the very power of these manage
ment science techniques is deceptive in that it obscures the
fundamental requirement that companies do a better job of
organizing and managing distribution activities.^
With this in mind, segments of physical distribution, such as order
processing, or warehousing, will not be dealt with exhaustively, on an
individual basis— to do so would be impossible in a paper of this
nature and length.

Granted, areas such as order processing merit

exhaustive treatment if a firm engaged in distribution activities
requiring extensive order processing is to hold down costs and main
tain satisfactory customer relations.

However, order processing.

John F. 3tolle> "How to Manage Hiysical Distribution," Harvard
Business Review,
Juiy-Angust, 1967. Mr. Stolle is presently
Vlce-Presidient of Ifanageraent Sciences and Operations Research for
Booz, Allen and Hamilton, Incorporated.
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warehousing, transportation, and all the other parts which comprise
physical distribution vary so much from firm to firm, that to delve
deeply Into any one of them would very probably result in subject
material applicable to only a fery few types of businesses.

Rather

than do this, it is the aim of this paper to deal with the whole subject,
to present a prospectus, a review of physical distribution systems,
which may be of value to a wide cross-section of businesses and busi
nessmen.

Definitions
In the marketing world of today, there is much writing and dis2
cussion of a No Han's Land in our economy. Such an area exists, also
termed the Dark Continent^ or "The Other Half of Marketing,"^ by noted
authors and businessmen.

One might very well ask just what is this

seemingly uncharted quagmire into which a business may wander, and
sink out of sight?

It is the area of physical distribution costs and

their management.
physical distribution may be very simply defined as the connect
ing link between manufacturing and the final consumer.

Possibly the

most sophisticated definition is that of the National Council of Phys
ical Distribution Ifenagement (NCPW), which defines distribution as:

’ ^Peter F. Drucker, "Physical Distribution— Frontier of Modem
Management," Don's Review and M o d e m Industry, ^:21, September, 1966.
Wendell M. Stewart, "Physical Distribution: Key to Improved
Volume and Profits," Journal of Marketing, 29:66, January, 196^.
^J, L. Heskett, "Ferment in Ifeirketlng's Oldest Area," Joumal
of Marketing, 26:1:0, October, 1962.

The broad range of activities concerned with efficient
movement of finished products from the end of the production
line to the consumer, and in some cases includes the movement
of raw materials from the source of supply to the begiiming
of the production line. These activities include freight
transportation, warehousing, material handling, protective
packaging, order processing, market forecasting, inventory
control, plant and warehouse site selection, and customer
service.5
It is interesting to note that the definition published by the
M C P m indicates that physical distribution management is concerned with
market forecasting, and in some cases, the movement of raw materials
fiom the source of supply to the beginning of the production line.
There is doubt as to whether the distribution manager should be in
charge of market forecasting.

Host writers and students of distribu

tion feel that forecasting should stay in the realm of Sales and Mar
keting, since the selling force is in %ore direct contact with the
demand pulse of the consumer.

People in distribution may have a point

in claiming the movement of raw materials as their baliwick, however.
PurchM ing persœmel would still be in charge of arranging and con
tracting for raw materials, but it is felt that the distribution
people would best perform the actual movement, handling, storage, etc.,
that occurs after the purchase is made.
Referring back to the definition established by the NCPIM, it
should be pointed out that not all members of tiiat organization agree
as to how physical distribution should be defined.

Very broadly speak

ing, they agree that it covers the problems of satisfying the consumer
demand which has been channeled and directed by the marketing personnel.

^Jay H. Sullen, "New Competitive Selling Weaponj Physical Dis
tribution Management," Sales Management, 9Uîi|2, May 7, 1965.

5
Some of the members feel that unless some curbs are placed on the de
fining of the concept* it will get .out of hand, spreading to take in
production scheduling, factoiy location, marketing, and other areas.
As one council member said at a recent NCPIM meeting, "If we don't look
out, the guj in charge of physical distributlOQ will have to be presi
dent of the company."

Then, after a moment's thought, he added, "Per

haps that's not such a bad Idea.
The definition which seems to be the most concise, and which is
accepted by most marketing men without dispute, is that set forth by
the Definitions Goumiittee of the American Marketing Association.

This

definition was established in 19it8, and remains in its original form.
% e Definitions Committee defines physical distribution as, ". . . The
movement and handling of goods from the point of production to the
7

point of consumption or use."

This last definition will be the one

accepted for use in this paper.

Magnitude and Composition of Distribution Costs
Physical distribution is obviously important when one considers
all the phases of business in which it is connected or involved.

Natur

ally, the most important consideration in all phases is that distribu
tion means cost.

This may be a direct dollar cost, such as for trans

portation, or warehousing, or it may be an indirect cost in the form of
customer dissatisfaction.

^"Next Place for Paring Costs; New Area of Physical Distribution
Management," Business Week, May 1, 196$, p. 132.
7"19^8 Report of the Definitions Committee of the American Mar
keting Association," Joumal of Marketing, ^:212, October, 19l|8.
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There is a tendency to think of physical distribution costs as
being comprised of transportation and warehousing costs only.

Actually,

there are other significant costs which must be considered when attempt
ing to analyze and improve distribution activities.

% e nature of these

costs varies with different firms, but the following list includes the
common costs associated with physical distribution;
1.

Transportation by coramœi carrier, contract carrier, or
company-owned equipment.

2.

Warehousing in public or private facilities.

3.

Order handling, including back orders.

k.

Packing.

?.

Inventory insurance.

6.

Inventoiy handling.

7.

Inventory taxes.

8.

Inventory obsolescence.

9.

Inventory capital costs.

To illustrate the importance of physical distribution costs, a
look at some quantitative measurements is in order.

The quantitative

aspects presented in this study might, at times, appear to be slightly
out of date.

Some references go back ^ and 6 years, and it would seem

that surely more currmit information is available.

Such is not the

case, for one of the peculiarities of studying physical distribution is
the lack of current quantitative data.

There is no government agency

directly concerned with distribution (although there may be one in the
future), and only recently was a Department of Transportation formed,
which is just now beginning to release information directly relevant
to physical distribution (more will be said about the Department of

: 7
Transportation and a possible Government Distribution Census later).
Because of the compl^ity of physical distribution, and the apparent
lack of any profit incentivp, like firms have not organized to compile
and publish physical distribution data on a regular, nation-wide basis,
and therefore, information prepOnted here is drawn mainly from private
studies and surveys, and partly from governmental agœicies, such as the
Interstate Commerce Coiwaission, when applicable*

In considering phys

ical distribution costs. Jay H. Sullen, the Industrial Editor of Sales
Management, estimates that almost 50 cents of each dollar the American
consumer spends for goods goes for activities that occur after the
goods are made.

8

One author, Wendell M. Stewart, states that in the

Tkiited States, the storage and movemwt of products from plants to
markets is estimated to cost between $50 and $75 billion annually,
with some estimates running as high as $100 billion, when inventory
carrying and order processing costs are included.

Percaitage-wise,

Stewart reports an analysis of various industries in which distribution
costs range from a low of 10 percmut of sales in the machine industry,
9

to a high of almost 30 percent in the food industry.

A table of

physical distribution costs by industry (an average during 1960-1962),
compiled by Richard E. Snyder, is illustrated in Table I.

An editorial

in Business Week reports that distribution costs now comprise the third
largest cost of doing business, trailing only the payout for materials
and l a b o r F i n a l l y , J, L, Heskett, in an article in the Journal of
O
Jay H. Bullen, “An Sid to 'Headless' Distribution,“ Sales
Management, ^:17, September 16, I960.
^Stewart, 0£. cit., p. 66.
^®“How Strategies to Move Goodsj Special Report," Business Week,
September 2k, 1966, pp. 112-136.

8

TABLE I
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION COSTS BY INDUSTRY

Ladustry

Percent of Sales

Food and Food Products
Ifechinery

29.6
9.8

Chemicals, Petroleum, and Rubber

23.1

Paper and Allied Products

16.7

Primary and Fabricated Metal

26.2

Wood Products

16.1

Sourcet

Richard E. Snyder, "Physic^ Distribution Costs," Distribution
Age, 62i3$-b2, December, 1963.

Marketing, estimates that in the aggregate, physical dislaribution costs
account for 16 percent of the delivered price of all goods consumed.

11

Estimates may vary somewhat, but the magnitude of distribution costs is
plain to see.

Having taken a look at the size of distribution costs

and their breakdown by industry, let us examine the major elements, or
functions of distribution costs.

Some Major Elements of Distribution Costs
An analysis of major elements Of distribution cost is provided
in Table II.

This information was provided by McKinsey and Company,

Inc., which conducted a study of distribution economics and distribu
tion management in 26 large companies which represent a wide range of

L. Heskett, ’Tiissing Link in Physical Distribution Center
Design,” Joumal of Marketing, ^t39, Setober, 1966.

9
Industries, including food processing, chemicals, petroleum, building
materials, and fabricating,

TABLE II
MAJOR ELMEWTS OF DISTRIBUTION COST

Percent of Total

Item
Carrier Charges

W

Warehouse and Handling

20

Invfflitory and Carrying Costs

18

Shipping Room

11

Administrative
Total

Sources

7
100$

R. P. Neuschel, "Physical Distribution; Forgotten Frontier
(surr%r of varying companies)," Harvard Business Review. lt£:132.
March, 1967#

The averages In Table II are for the survey sample as a whole,
èasôd on available company data and/or the author *s estimates. Per
centages assigned to various items themselves vary as much as 20 percent
either way among the 26 individual companies in the sample.
Another study, labeled "Physical Distribution Costs by Function,"
was conducted in 1962 (see Table III).

Thble III illustrates the re

sults of a study of industrial distribution costs and trends in the
distribution practices of 270 American corporations, conducted by A. T.
Kearny and Company, for the American Trucking Association, Inc., Wash
ington, D. C,

10

TABLE III
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION COSTS BY FUNCTION

Functional Activity

Percent of Sales

Admin istraticm

2.h%

Transportation
Inbound
Outbound

2.1%
6. it

Receiving and Shipping

1.7

Packaging

2.6
1

Warehousing J
Ih-Plààt
Field

2.1
1.6

3.7

Invmtory Carrying Costs
Interest
Taxes, Insurance, Obsolescence

2.2
1.6

3.8

Order Processing

1.2
21.8%

Source*

Wendell M. Stewart, "Physical Distributionj Key to Improved
Volume and Profits," The Joumal of Marketing, 29*67, January,
1965.
—
Tables II and III are the results of independent research, but

some comparisons can be made.

However, before any comparisons are made,

some limitations and qualifying statements must be made about the two
studies.
It is realized that for Table II, the individual costs are given
as a percent of the total distribution costs, and that in Table III,
the individual distribution costs are given as a percent of sales.

The

fact that both tables present individual distribution costs as a percent

11
of some real cost figure allows a ranking as to which is the largest
distribution cost by function, which is the next largest, and so on.
Also, it should be pointed out that because the two studies were con
ducted Independently, it is very probable that different accounting
methods and cost criteria were used in tabulating the distribution costs,
so that, for example, Inventory and Carrying Costs in Table II does not
mean exactly the same thing as Inventory Carrying Costs in Table III.
However, the terminology is much the same, so that it may be reasonably
expected that the researchers used much the same (but not exactly the
same) criteria for establishing the different distribution costs by
function.
With this in mind, a rough comparison of the tables can be made.
First, both tables indicate that Transportation was the single largest
cost elemwt in physical distribution for the firms studied.

In Table

II, Transportation (called Carrier Charges) was Itli percent of total
distribution costs, and in Table III, Transportation (called Transpor
tation, subdivided into Inbound and Outbound) was 6.it percent of the
21.8 percent which distribution comprised of Sales.

In further com

parison, both tables indicate that Inventory Carrying Costs and Ware
housing are the next largest cost elements in physical distribution.
Again, terminology is slightly different.

The tables differ in the

ranking of these two cost elements (Diventory Carrying Costs is the
larger In Table III* with Warehousing next, while Warehouse and Hiuadling is the larger in Table II, with Inventory and Carrying Costs next),
but the difference is small.
As indicated above, studies of physical distribution point out
that Transportation comprises the largest portion of the cost.

With

12
Transportation as the largest cost area, a look at the changes in Trans
portation over an l8-year period is in order.

Table IV presents a

quantitative picture of the changes tiiat have taken place in the field
of Transportation from 19h6 to 1962,.

TABLE IV
PERGENTAOE DISTRIBUTION OF INTERCITY FREIGHT TRAFFIC

Percentage of Total Tbn-Miles Hauled
1946
1962

Mode

Railroad Freight

,

Motor Freight

'- '

Water Freight
Oil Pipeline
Air Freight

Source:

*
less than

66,6*

43.0*

9,1

23.8

13.7

13.8

10,6

17.3

0,1

0.1

Adapted from s^^tistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
Statement No. 6103, 76th Annual Report; Transport Bsonomics,
January-February-March, 1963; and the Corps of Engineers,
United States Aray.

CHAPTER II

THE BIG PROBLM

Some Smaller Problems
The last table in Chapter I points out the fact that there have
been sweeping changes in transportation, one of the major elements of
distribution.

For this particular element, shifts in transportation

modes have been for the betterment of distribution, but the fact that
the situation is constantly changing creates problims in that firms
must be continually investigating, exploring, a M making vital deci
sions as to which transportation methods to utilize in order to best
accomplish the distribution function.

There are rapid changes taking

place in other segments of the total distribution picture also, which
create ccmplex problems.

For example, a problem many firms face is

the change in oustmaer order habits.

Individual customers are now

tending to order more frequently, but in smaller quantities.

A fast

ener manufacturer placed orders for rod and bar stock about eight times
1
a year in 1962, and today places orders monthly.
Firms are seeking
to cut inventories in order to improve stock turnover, and lessen in
ventory capital costs.

The result is that there is a shift in the

responsibility for inventory maintenance backward in the channels of
distribution to the manufacturer.

^Jay H. Bullen, "New Competitive Selling Weapon; Physical Dis
tribution Management," Sales Management. 9j$:ii6# May 7, 19^5.
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Ik
Another problem is the considerable limitations which have been
placed on firas employing basing point and zone delivered pricing
systems.

Price differentials and discounts must now be cost justified

more completely th%# ever before,

fhis, is forcing many companies to

determine, perhaps for the first time, their actual distribution costs
on individual product groups moving to individual markets and classes
of trade, rather than to rely on broad national cost averages.
Still another problem is that of proliferating product lines in
terms of color, shape, unit counts, and the like.
can be seen in the General Electric Company:

An example of this

the firm offers some 25

basic refrigerator ^models to the consumer, in six different colors,
with left and right door-opening options, meaning a customer has a
choice of 300 variations of the product.
Ihere are many more problems than these in physical distribution.
There are order processing problems, inventory handling problems, in
ventory obsolescence, spoilage, breakage— the list could be extended
far beyond the scope of ^ i s paper.

Rather than become enmeshed in the

T ^ l a d of individual problems present in most distribution systems, we
now want to introduce and discuss the one main problem plaguing most
firms engaged in physical distribution today.

The Big Problem
The big problem facing many firms today is the problem of decen
tralization and dispersion in the physical distribution system, which
inhibits the necessary focus and concentration needed to develop dis
tribution to its full potential.

Progress in improving the efficiency

and reducing the costs of manufacturing and production activities in

IS
American buàiness has outstripped similar progress in the area of dis
tribution.

Michael Schiff, writer for the Financial Executive, has

said:
feo frequently, companies have been organized around the
products and manufacturing processes involved rather than
around the markets served. "Rie significant influence of the
customer on physical distribution operations and related costs
has led to a reappraisal of the organization of the physical
distribution function.^
Peter Drucker, noted author and business consultant, states that:
We have been working for 100 years on costs in the manu
facturing areas. I would imagine that 100 years ago, the
physical distribution costs were as much as they are today.
But the total share in the cost was much less than it is
today simply because we have whittled down, and cut down,
and slit off so much of the manufacturing costs and a good
many others. As a result, physical distribution has become
the largest single cost element.^
Drucker goes on to estimate that a 10 percent improvement in distribu
tion costs is probably worth a 1:0 percent improvement in manufacturing
costs.
Having identified the problematic crux of physical distribution
today, that of Augmentation of distribution activities, let us examine
some typical distribution activities.

Naturally, business firms have

always had to "manage" physical distribution functions.
alternative methods of performing each of them.

There are many

Normally, for example,

companies select one or more modes of freight traasportation from sev
eral alternatives with different costs.
or private warehouses.

Goods may be stored in public

Inventories may be stored centrally or in a

%ichael gehiff, "Controlling Physical Distribution Costs,"
Financial Executive^ 31:11:, April, 1963.
^Drucker, o£. cit., p. 22.
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varying number of regional warehouses.

Various systems for the handling

of orders and back orders are availablej different types of packing
methods and materials are considered before decisions are made.
Most companies place the responsibility for physical distribution
control at the functional level (for example, traffic, or transportation,
or warehouse manager).

Pressures are applied by top management which

encourage the separate functional units to control and reduce their
costs of operation.

Cost reduction becomes the primary way for these

functional units to call attention to themselves.

Thus, the traffic

manager is motivated to arrange transportation services at the lowest
possible cost— probably without pausing, in many instances, to consider
that the mode of transportation selected affects the type and cost of
packing materials to be used.

Say that the packing process is in ac

cordance with the type of transportation being used, resulting in a
minimum of breakage and spoilage.

However, if a new mode of transpor

tation is selected, perhaps the packing process and packing materials
will not be sufficient, resulting in excess breakage, spoilage, and
customer dissatisfaction.

Looking at it from another angle, it may be

that the new form of transportation will require less rigid packing
specifications, thereby making possible host reductions in the packing
process segment of the distribution system.
Again, ip à case where the traffic manager is interested only
in tl% lowest transportation cost, there will be a concentration on
large quantity shipments by truckload or carload lots.

Supporting the

traffic manager's desire for quantity shipments will be the production
planning and scheduling personnel, who think in terms of minimizing
unit production costs.

As a result, frequently these and other functions

17
are performed without sufficient regard for the effect of these deci
sions on other related costs, such as inventory handling costs, capital
costs, and that large, dangerous cost area, customer dissatisfaction.
In the case of large quantity shipments, customers may have to
wait long periods until a sizeable shipment to their area is made up,
thus providing grounds for customers to look elsewhere for faster ser
vice .
Recognition and promotion based mainly on cost reduction in the
separate functional units, such as that of the traffic manager, the
warehouse manager, etc., produces a condition of suboptimization— a
condition of apparent efficiency in the various parts, but less than
optimum efficiency in the operation of the integrated whole.

Thus,

there is a need for creation of a separate physical distribution depart
ment, with responsibility for coordinating the activities of these
vârious functions and controlling the total distribution costs.

A Traditional Distribution System
The logical way for many firms to begin coping with the problem
of fragmentation of distribution activities is to reorganize their
distribution system.

Before studying some representative organizational

solutions, a look at a customary, or traditional distribution system
is needed.
Let us assume that we are examining a small company which manu
factures a bulky, inexpensive, consumer item.

It has one factory and

two major warehouses, to which it adds a large in-transit warehouse
during its busy season.

A typical organization chart for a firm such

as this is illustrated in Exhibit 1.

Only those responsibilities

PRESIDENT

CONTBOLLER

PLANNING MANAGER

SALES MANAGER

FACTORY MANAGER

oo

FINISHED GOODS
INVENTORY CONTROL

PLANNING OF
WAREHOUSE SPACE

ORDER STATUS
INQUIRY

FINISHED
GOODS
HANDLING

EXHIBIT I.

TRADITIONAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

WARffiOUSl
FACTOHT
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associated with physical distribution are shown on this chart, but notice
how they are dispersed and spread about.
In this situation, almost everyone has something to say about
distribution.

Coordination is a problem, and every major decision about

distribution practically requires a mass meeting.

It is difficult to

fix responsibility for distribution with so many people involved.

The

sales manager will very probably have differences concerning distribu
tion with the factory manager, the factory manager with the planning
manager, and so on.

There is no one person in control of the total

distribution function who can coordinate and work out problems and
differences.

Organizing for Physical Distribution— Small Firm
The logical first step to improve such a situation is to recog
nize physical distribution as a single, ^tegrated function, and to
reorganize with that thought in mind,

Ediibit 2 illustrates an organ

izational set-up which should provide the framework for coordination of
the distribution system.
izational framework.

There are definite advantages in this organ

For instance, the sales manager is no longer

bothered with determining order status, and can devote full time to his
prime purpose, which is selling.

The sales manager and his salesmen

would probably still receive order status inquiries/ since they are in
the field and in contact with customers.

However, rather than having

to trace down an order, which may still be in the production process,
in Warehouse A or B, or in transit, the sales personnel can channel
all their inquiries through the distribution manager.
The distribution manager, in turn, is set up to determine just

PRESIDENT

PLANNING AND
DISTRIBUTION
MANAGER

SALES MANAGER

FACTOR! MANAGER

o

ORDER PROCESSING
AND SERVICE

FINISHED GOODS
INVENTORY CONTROL

TRAFFIC

FINISHED GOODS
HANmiNG

WAREHOUSE PLANNING
AND OPERATIONS

WAREHOUSE A
FACTORT

EXHIBIT 2.

WAREHOUSE B
BRANCH

ORGANIZING FOR PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION— SMALL FIRM
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what the status of an order is— he knows the problems which may have
cropped up in the production line (which the salesmen in the field would
not normally be aware of), causing delay for the order.

The distribu

tion manager is in a position to contact and work with the factory man
ager, and if the problem is not there, he can easily contact the ware
house supervisor and find out if the order is at Warehouse A or B, or
in transit.

Furthermore, thé distribution manager is in a position to

do something about the order if a problem arises. As stated before, he
can coordinate on equal terms with the factory manager, and he is in
direct supervision of warehouse activities, order processing service,
traffic, and all the other distribution functions, as illustrated in
Exhibit 2.

UiMer the old systwaj, shown in Exhibit 1, the sales person

nel had responsibility for only order status inquiries, and were not in
a position to precipitate action for rapidly solving distribution problems
which had their roots in production, warehouse activities, traffic, and
the like.

They had no authority over the distribution system, and neither

did anyone else.

%ider the organizational system in Exhibit 2, sales

personnel can funnel all their questions and problems concerning distri
bution through the distribution manager, who can handle and solve these
problems through a workable, organization framework which provides him
thé necessary authority and responsibility.

Organizing for Larger Firms
The situation just discussed was that of a small, relatively un
complex firm.

A more complex plan of organization for a larger company

with a number of plants and branch warehouses is shown in Exhibit 3.
This plan prevents disunity in the distribution function in three ways:

EXECUTIVE
TICE PRESIDENT

MANUFACTURING
TICE PRESIDENT

CONTROLLER

SALES
TICE PRESIDAT

DIRECTOR OF
DISTRIBUTION

DIRECTOR 0]
PERSONNEL

(CORPORATE BISTRIBPTION STAFF FEfNOTIONS)
FONGTIONAl CONTROL
TRAFFIC

BRANCH
WAREHOUSE

FACTORY "A"

DISTRIBUTION
MANAGER

DISTRIBUTION
MANAGER

BRANCH
WAREHOUSE

FACTORY "G"

fa c to r y

DISTRIBUTION
MANAGER

DISTRIBUTION
MANAGER

EXHIBIT 3.

MATERIALS
HANDLING,
PACKING

BRANCH
WAREHOUSE

"D"

ORGANIZING FOR PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION-LARGE FIRM
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WAREHOUSE
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1.

It unifies responsibility at the plant level for administer

ing physical distribution functions.

Line control is under the factory

manager, with functional direction under the corporate distribution
director.
2.

It relieves %he sales function of the responsibility of

operating branch warehouses, thus breaking the traditional pattern of
establishing branch warehouses to correspond with the location of branch
or regional sales offices.
3.

It creates an objective and neutral influence which helps to

strike a balance between service needs on one hand, and cost of service
on the other.
The last organizational plan (see Exhibit ii) to be presented as
a means of initiating action to cope with the total distribution problem
will be that of a company composed of several semi-autonomous product
divisions.

This type of situation would be more complex than either of

the two situations presented so far (Exhibits 2 and 3).

Let us assume,

for this situation, that each factory produces only one product line,
but that each of the cosqpany's product lines is distributed nationally.
If each division were to undertake the distribution of its own products
without regard to what the other divisions are doing, the waste would
be staggering.

A corporate distribution group, cutting across divisional

lines, is an absolute necessity where there are possibilities for com
bined shipping and warehousing.

Such a distribution group eliminates

the gaps not only between sales and manufacturing, but also between
divisions.

The $ajor services performed by such a corporate staff

should Include the functional direction of traffic in each division,
the planning and operation of the corporate branch-warehousing system.

EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT

FINANCE AND
CONTROL

MANUFACTURING

DISTRIBUTION

DIVISION "A"

DIVISION "B"

DIVISION "G"

DIVISION "D"

DISTRIBUTION
MANAGMENT

DISTRIBUTION
MANAGQ4ENT

DISTRIBUTION
MANAGSfMT

DISTRIBUTION
MANAGMENT

EXHIBIT li. ORGANIZING FOR PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION— LARGE FERM WITH SEMI-AUTONOMOUS DIVISIONS.
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and the provision of technical assistance to divisional distribution
groups on a wide range of problems.

Placement of the Distribution Fonction
We have considered organizational solutions (through the use of
organizational charts) for a small firm, a larger more complex firm,
and a large firm comprised of semi-autonomous divisions.

In these ex

hibits, it was assumed that the physical distribution function was
reporting to the chief operating executive of the company, either the
president, or an executive vice-president.
tice in many large companies today.

This is, in fact, the prac

Frequently, the traffic function

alone is often thought to be important enough to report directly to the
top operating executive, and broadening the scope of the traffic func
tion to include all of the other distribution activities would certainly
seem to enhance the argument that it should report top-side, to the
president or executive vice-president.
In situationstuhere a top-side reporting plan is not feasible,
another chbice for reporting is to an administrétlVe vice-president,
whose activities usually embrace a wide variety of staff functions.

The

particular virtue of this position is that it is à neutral comer whose
occupant can evaluate dispassionately service requirements and opposing
cost elements.
The securing of a neutral position for the distribution function
is vitally ii^ortant.

When distribution is placed under sales or man

ufacturing, trouble and complications may result.

Assuming that the

distribution function is subordinate to sales, some of the things that
can happen are:
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1.

Sales is naturally inclined to provide customer service at

any cost, and it may well over-invest in branch warehouse Inventories,
incur expensive less-than-carload and less-than-truckload shipping costs,
etc.
2.

% e traffic department is called upon to serve other divisions

or functions of the business, such as manufacturing and purchasing.
Placing traffic under sales may limit its ability to render corporate
service.
3.

Branch warehouses tend to be located automatically with

branch sales offices, even though the organization and location of sell
ing functions in a territory may bear no relationship to the economics
of warehouse locaticm.
U.

Sales executives are saddled with an operating function for

which they have littlè training and understanding: distribution economics.
If distributi<m is placed wader Hanxifacturing» many of the same
weaknesses occur as under Sales^ operations becwme restricted to the
manufacturing point of view, and distribution is treated as a subordinate,
secondary function t M t does net (although i t ‘should) merit first-rate,
top-drawer attention Arom manufacturing executives.

Thus, there is a

str(mg argument for placing the distribution functicm in a neutral,
equal position with functions such as Sales and Manufacturing, in order
that decisions may be made objectively and for the good of the entire
firm, rather than favoring any one particular department.

Evolution and Growth
In today's business world, reorganization and correct placement
of the distribution function are vitally needed in many firms.

It may
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be possible, bat not advisable, for a firm to establish an autonomous
distribution department "over night."

But because of the complexity

of distribution, and the many people usually Involved, a rapid change
may only result In confusion. 111 feelings, and subsequent failure.
Rather, firms succeed best In revamping distribution activities by pro
ceeding a step at a time.

Some firms advance In planned stages, while

others subconsciously transform to a single distribution function.

In

other words, distribution departments tend to evolve through flarly
distinct stages through time.
J. Xi. Heskett, a frequent contributor to business publications,
such as the Journal of tfarketlng, made a study of the distribution
systems of 3^0 firms by use of mailed questionnaires sent to all firms,
and 60 follow-up interviews,^

His study l^luded many facets of dis

tribution, and one of the more important results of the study was the
definition and establishment of some key po^ts In the evolution of a
distribution system.
The firms In the study represented such diverse Industries as
electronics, ladles' ready-to-wear, machine tools, chemicals, dairy
food processors, grain millers, steel millers and fabricators, and
brewers. Over 90 percent of the firms reported at least $1 million In
sales for the calendar year 19^8, and were selected by Standard Indus
trial Classification listings, Cooperation *by mall was received from
about 57 percent of the firms studied.

Follow-up Interviews were con

ducted In order to verify results obtained by mall, and to obtain more
complete Information,

^J, L. Heskett, "Ferment In Marketing's Oldest Area," The Journal
of Ifarketlng, 26sUO-it5, October, 1962,
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The results of the study indicated that: (l) a prospective phys
ical distribution division or department passes through four phases of
development which may be called shipping, traffic, movement, and physical
distribution; (2) the over-all organizational trend is toward the con
solidation of responsibility for physical distribution in one department;
(3) there is a significant lack of physical distribution cost informa
tion in the firms studied.
Phase of development of departments in each firm were measured
quantitatively in terms of specific activities unified under one func
tional executive.

They were also described qualitatively, based on

pretest and follow-up interviews in the firms studied.

The first phase,

shipping, is that in which the activities of physical distribution are
fragmented.

In this situation, the responsibility is divided among

many functional areas, no one of which is interested in the sewitng
common and uninteresting affairs of shipping operations.

Owierally,

persons with little or no formal training, or hope of advancement, are
placed in supervision of these operations. Frequently, in this pimse,
the shipping department is found to be little more than an extension
of the manufacturing line, with the shipping manager reporting to a
manufacturing executive at each plant.
The next phase, traffic, is that which is typical for firms which
have advanced beyond their initial phase of growth.

Here we have a

situation in which the firm is becoming somewhat aware of thé need for
some coordination of physical distribution, and have thereby anointed
a managerial specialist in the field of transportation.

The scope of

responsibility for the traffic department rarely exceeds that of hiring
transportation services or supervising privately-owned transportation
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equipment.

Although this traffic phase is an improvement over the

shipping phase, control is still noticeably lacking, and consequently
many traffic executives su(>ervising departments of this type have little
interest in other phases of the firm's operations.

In fact, the study

indicated that they m y even build barriers to cross-comunicaticm of
information within their firms by creating and using a technical language
foreign to all but the traffic manager.

In these firms, the ultimate

responsibility for all physical distribution activities will be found
to rest only with the president, because of divisions of authority among
thé traffic, manufacturing, marketing, finance, and procurement functions.
The third phase of development is that of movement.

This typically

encompasses not only transportation and materials handling activities,
but also those concerned with some or all of the firm's warehousing.

B f now the firm is well aware of the opportunities and advantages of an
over-all physical distribution department.

The author of this study,

J. L. Heskett, states that, "It is at this phase of development that
possibilities first occur for effective management of movement systems
of distribution."^

Here, for the first time, the movement manager has

a scope of authority sufficiently wide to deal with several of the basic
factors a.ffeeting distribution costs.

We no longer have a distinter-

ested, unauthoritative group of people, each concerned with only a small
section of the whole distribution system.

Instead, the movmnent manager

is in a position to begin utilizing techniques of physical distribution
analysis in at least planning and supervising systems of movement con
trol.

^Ibid.. p. 1*3.

^
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The final phase is one in which a unit or division is collec
tively responsible not only for movement control, but also for full
demand-supply coordination.
tion department.

This would comprise a bona fide distribu

Of course, it is realized that this pattern on

evolution would not serve to describe the development of physical
distribution systems in all organizations, but it is thought to be
fairly representative of the typical distribution development.

CHAPTER III

CASE STCDY AND APPRAISAL

Case Study— the Plllsbury Compaiy

A case study of an actual firm will serre to illustrate the cre
ation of an effective distribution department.

For this purpose, the

Grocery Products Division of the Pills bury Company provides an excellent
example of a firm which was definitely deficient in the distribution
function, but which reorganized to solve the distribution problem.
ïhe Pills bury Company is representative of many firms in the
country today, which have grown from a small, family-owned business, to
large proportions in a relatively short time.

Since 1869, when Charles

A. Pillsbury and his uncle, John S. Pillsbury, began milling flour in
Minnesota, the firm has expanded and today employs about 7200 people.
In the mid-fifties, Idie company faced staggering distribution problems.
The firm distributed their well-known Pillsbury's Best Flour, cake
mixes, frosting mix, dessert mixes, instant potatoes, and roughly 160
other baking items.

These goods were sold to U,000 direct accounts,

while contacts were maintained with about 65,000 retail stores supplied
by wholesalers.
offices.

The sales force at that time worked out of 33 branch

At each location, personnel performed accounting, credit, and

order-processing functions, and also provided the sales manager with
inside sales services and statistics.

Warehouse stocks controlled by

these branches were, carried at about a hundred locations, primarily to
supply smaller direct accounts and to make fill-in shipments to car-lot
:'f

.
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buyers.

Turnover was slow, warehousing costs were high, and there was

no effective centralized control over inventories.

At that time Pills

bury was operating out of nine plants— four flour mills, two mix plants,
and three plants making both flour and mixes.

It had been considered

efficient to hhip customer orders from plants because the products could
then be stream-loaded— that is, they could be moved by conveyor or chute
directly from packing line to boxcar*

This practice, however, became

extremely complex as new products were added to the line.

As more pro

ducts were added, the firm gradually drifted into extensive warehousing.
Manufacturing and warehousing proved to be a bad combination in that
the manufacturing function too often neglected the important distribu
tion activity, warehousing.

For example, at one location, over a period

of time, ingredients, packaging materials, and finished goods became
stored in nine warehouses away from the main plant.

It was difficult

to locate raw materials, stock rotation was a problem, and there was
considerable duplication of effort.
effect on warehouse productivity.

Also, plant down time had a direct
It was a.lso difficult to establish

work standards and maintain good cost accounting practices.
It became obvious to the top management of Pillsbury that produc
tion $nd mayleeting had naturally gfoun to meet customer demands, but
that physical distribution had been forced to "fit in" as best it could.
The problems at Pillsbury could be summarized as follows :
1.

They were losing consumer sales as a result of out-of-stock

conditions at the wholesale and retail levels.
2.

Distributors were dissatisfied.

3.

Costs were high at plants and warehouses.

U.

% e y were making fill-in shipments at high less-than-truck

load lots.
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Branch operations were costly, largely because of the manual
processing of orders.
6.

Inventory control was especially poor.

7.

The entire distribution fonction was constantly in a state

of general confusion, with no responsible, authoritative person in
charge.
These problems had to be solved by Pillsbury, and in order to
begin, top management first took the necessary steps to solve the big
gest single problem— the fact that the distribution function was dis
persed and fragmented as explained and illustrated in earlier sections
of this paper.

Pillsbury's management realized they must reorganize

the distribution activities under one distribution department and one
distribution mnàger.
To do this, a Grocery Products Distribution Manager position was
created, as shown in Exhibit

The head of this department sits among

the marketing, sales, procurement, and production functions, attached
to no one, and independently accountable for his actions.

He partici

pates in market planning, generally from the time a sales idea is
accepted.

He then becomes the bridge to production in reaching agree

ment on plant schedules.

He also translates product requirements into

ingredient and raw material needs, and becomes the liaison with the
procurement function as it develops forward buying programs.

To sum

up, it is the Grocery Product Distribution Manager's responsibility to
determine the amount of product needed to meet the sales forecast; to
decide when and where this product should be produced; to pick it up,
in effect, at the end of the production line; to decide where it should
be positioned; and to select the mode of transportation required.

The

QBOGBRY PBOIXJCTS
DISTHIBOTIOM MANAGER
Responsible for:
1. Distribution of all Grocery Products Division
products
2. Grocery Products distribution cost control
3. Grocery Products customer service
U. Liaison between Sales and Manufacturing

CREDIT MANAGER

SUPPLY MANAGER

Responsible for:
1. Credit approvals
2. Collections
3. Accounts Receiv
able records
U. Signed-contract
follow-up
5. Customer claims
6. Name and address
files

Responsible for:
1. Customer servie e
2. Scheduling of
shipments
3. (hrder processing
it. invoice proces
sing
5. Warehouse Inven
tory control
6. Grocery products
distribution
control

EXHIBIT 5.

Source:

ACCOUNTING AND
TRAFFIC MANAGER
CONTROL MANAGER
Responsible for:
Responsible for:
1. Accounts payable
Routing, in
such as expense
cluding cost
accounts, promo
control
tional payments, 2. Expediting
damaged goods,
shipments,
etc •
both truck
2. Stock and pre
and rails
mium accounting
3. Tracing
3» Claims (stock)
k- Transit
it. Office services,
applications
such as tele5. Freight-bill
, phone, teletype,
auditing
mail

DATA PROCESSING
MANAGER
Responsible for:
1. Operation of data
processing equip
ment and operat
ing personnel
2. Scheduling of
w
work to insure
éprompt and ac
curate reports
and maintain
good utiliza
tion of machines
3. Creation and
revision of
procedures for
service center
operations

CREATION OF THE GROCERY PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION MANAGER'S POSITION,
THE PILLSBURY O m R N Y

¥, H» Gribble, "Physical Distribution Management in Pillsbury's Grocery Products
Division," American Management Association Management Report (Manufacturing
Division), Report No. 1:9, ï$*6o, p, 1^8.
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managers at Pillsbtiry say they like this kind of distribution system
because it provides no place for alibis.

Although it is true that the

Grocery Products Distribution Manager is dependent on marketi% fore
casts , his accountability is pure and simple; he must have the product
available at a specific location at any time a customer's order mater
ializes, maintain minimum inventories, and avoid peaks and valleys in
plant production schedules.
The Pillsbury Company was selected for this case study of revamp
ing a distribution system because they have so completely reorganized
distribution activities.

From a state of confusion, this firm created

a valuable distribution department.

The distribution manager actually

determines where the products should be madel

The management realizes

that the distribution manager, more than anyone else, can best deter
mine manufacturing locations, among many other things.

After the re

organization of the distribution function, during 1955 and 1956, sales
increased about 9 percent during^ the nest three years (see Table 7).

,

TABLE 7

TBBEB-IEAR EAmiNGS BBOOSD
(000 omitted)

: 1959 ,
Net Sales
Earnings before Income Taxes
Eapnings after Income %xes

Source*

1958

1957

$359,658

$350,610

$331,363

17,733

12,962

8,203

7,913

5,61*2

1*,007

The Annual Financial Report (years 1957, 1958, 1959) of the
Pillsbury Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota
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. ,

Notice, however, that the hior^ase in e&minge before taxes was more
than lOOspercent,

This tremendous increase is felt by the top manage

ment of Pillsbury to be largely attributable to the cost-savings real
ized by the reorganization of the physical distribution function.
It should be pointed out that Pillsbury's successful reorganiza
tion of their distribution system did not take place "over night."
Bather, it evolved, as explained in the last section of Chapter II,
over about a two-year period beginning in 195?.

Many were the trials

and tribulations, the adjustmaats for personnel, appraisals, and revi
sions, which finally resulted in a smooth-working distribution system
which enabled Pillsbury to effectively reduce this huge cost-saving
area, physical distribution.

Outline for Appraising and Reviewing Physical Distribution Systems
Assuming that a firm accomplishes the important first step of
organizing to meet the problem, as Pillsbury did, what next should the
distribution manager do in order to successfully cope with the many
other distribution problems?

Of course, there are many different actions

and directions w%ieh may be taken, many of which are equally good or bad,
but experience indicates that there is no substitute for a complete,
balanced review of the entire distribution activity.
this will produce only limited cost reduction.

Anything less than

For example (this ties

in with the discussion of suboptimization in Chapter II, p. 17), it
makes little sense to concentrate on improving the efficiency of a ware
house when economic or service justification for the warehouse itself
is lacking.

A review and appraisal of an entire distribution system

takes a huge amount of time, but it provides a background of basic
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imderstanding that cannot be obtained any other way.

Birongh the review

and appraisal of the distribution system, the newly appointed distribu
tion manager is bound to find that some things (it may be the packing
process, or the type of transportation being utilized, etc. ) may be left
just as they are, while others may be drastically altered or even com
pletely eliminated.
It should be pointed out that this descriptive outline for apprais
ing a distribution system should also be used after a deficient system
has been corrected and ii^roved.

Periodic review is definitely one of

the key points in maintaining and improving the distribution function.
Again, no one element of the total distribution picture is dealt with
in an exhaustive, detailed manner— to do so would not be possible in this
paper.

Instead, the proper perspective for appraising an entire distri

bution syst«B is first developed.

Then, the outline leads the appraiser

to determine the key elements in five Important distribution activities,
which are: (1) Transportationj (2) Warehousing, Receiving, and Shipping;
(3) Inventory; (li) Order Processing and Related Data Processing Activi
ties; (5) Packaging.

Developing Proper Perspective. Developing the proper perspective
is the first step in appraising and improving a physical distribution
system, assuming that a separate distribution department and manager
have been created and appointed, and have the full backing and approval
of top management.

To develop the proper perspective, the distribution

manager must consider the following:

*Note: This outline, starting on p. 38 and continuing to p. W ,
is based mainly on an article by Wendell M. Stewart, entitled, "Physical
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1. Analyze present distribution patterns and demand require
ments, by quantifying customer ordering habits, such as the fre
quency and size of order, number of line Items per order, the
relative volume of demand by Item.
2. Review the nature of demand, that Is, the degree and
duration of sales fluctuations, volume growth trends, and product
mix trends.
3. Analyse the geographic concentration of sales and study
the present concentration versus anticipated future concentrations.
li. Review and analyze competitive distribution programs.
Interviews with sales personnel, wholesalers, retailers, and
jobbers will be the main source here. Ask what the consumer
likes about the distribution systems being used by other firms
— ask what they dislike.
5. Determine the company's present customer service levels
by product group, geographic area, class of trade or channel of
distribution. Are customers satisfied In one area, but not in
another? If so, why?

Transportation. After the distribution manager has achieved the
right perspective, or Is oriented toward the total distribution func
tion, he should next turn to more specific areas, beginning with trans
portation.

The distribution manager, in order to understand just what

Is involved in the transportation area, should begin by determining
the following:
1. What are the operating costs by mode, product group, and
geographic location?
2. What are the tonnage volumes by mode, product group, and
geographic location?
3. What Is the relative usage of the various modes of trans
portation— rail versus truck versus forwarder, and the economic
or service justification of each?
1&. What Is the relative expense of owning or leasing a private
fleet?

DistributionJ Key to Improved Volume and Profits," which appeared in
The Journal of Marketing, 29,:65-70, January, 196$. Additions and
deletions have be«a made by this writer.
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What is the cost of the company's f.o.b. policy?

Warehousing, Receiving, and Shipping. Concerning Warehousing,
Receiving, and Shipping, the distribution manager should determine the
following:

'

1. What are the operating cost, both in-plant and in the field,
for all private and public warehousing done by the company?
2. What are thé fapility and equipment^ costs?
owned or leased?
3.

Should they

be

What are the manning requirements at each location?

1:. What are the methods and procedures for handling goods?
What are the possibilities for Increased automation, mechanical
handling?

S.

What is the clerical work volnme, cost, and productivity?

Inventory. The distribution manager naturally has to cope with
inventory problems.

He has to be familiar and knowledgeable as to the

different ways in which the inventory is accounted for (LIFO, FIFO, etc.)
and, in addition, he must know the following:
1.

What are the average month-end unit levels?

2.

What are the tunnover rates by location?

3.

What is the average inventory value?

!&. What are the carrying costs, totally, and by location?

Order Processing and Related Data Processing. With respect to
order processing and related data processing techniques, the distribu
tion manager should determine the following:
1.

What are the present costs associated with order processing?

2.

What is the capacity of the present system?

3. What is the need for compatibility with other company data
processing procedures?

ao
Packaging» Lastly, with respect to packaging, the distribution
manager should know:
1,

What are

filling and container costs?

2.

What are

repackaging costs?

3»

What are

the pertinent ICG packing requirements?

k»

What are

the possibilities of standardizationof padcages?

It is obvious that the mere coaq)iling of all this information is,
as before mentioned, a big job, but a necessary one.

Naturally not all

of the information can be exactly determined, and gaps in the data are
bound to occur.

Offsetting this will be new Insights and new informa

tion of which management was not aware of, but which can be used in
revamping the system.
One might very well ask what is to be done with all this infor
mation.

Py knowing present costs and customer distribution requirements,

it is possible to begin developing a representative range of alternative
distribution methods and plans.

A distribution manager could start by

attempting to simplify the system.

Since it cost money to handle the

product, which handlings— if any— can be eliminated?
shipment to customers possible?
be simplified?
ened?

Is more direct

Can the present channels of distribution

What would happen if the present order cycle were short

Is it necessary to make all warehouses full line?

Is it econom

ically feasible to consign stocks to customers and let 'Uion handle the
warehousing?

Can the use of premium transportation enable more-than-

offsetting cost reductions In field warehousing and inventories?

Are

fluctuations in demand gradual enough and sufficiently predictable to
enable further centralization of inventory?

Is the present distribution

kl
system keyed to handling the troublesome exceptions, or the easy-tohandle, ron-of-the-mill type orders?
The distribution manager could then look at possibilities for
utilizing recent technological innovations. Gan standard containers
or specially designed bulk packs be used to unitize loads and thereby
reduce .piece handling?

Can the product be stored and transported in

such a way that it can be unloaded directly into the customer's proces
sing operations— thus reducing packaging, handling, and delivery costs?
% e s e are some of the many questions which can be asked about
almost any distribution system.

If these questions are answered cor

rectly, through a complete survey, it is felt that plans for improve
ment of the system are bound to shape up into a number of workable
alternatives, which will depend upon the nature of the firm being
surveyed.

CHAPTER IV

SÜPPORT AND CONGLaSION

Widespread Support
Perhaps the organization most avidly in support of the concept
of reorganizing and unifying distribution systems is the National Council
of Physical Distribution Management (NCPQf), which has been mentioned
from time to time.
The NGPDM was founded In 1963 for business executives with a
professional interest in the field of physical distribution.

It in

cludes members from industrial concerns as well as consultants and edu
cators.

It is reported to draw heavily from the areas of operations

research, military logistics, and the field of complex decision making
with the aid of business ma.thematics and computers.

Those interested

in the activities of this association may write to James J. IWdcastle,
Seoretary, National Council of Physical Distribution Management, Gil
lette Safety Bazor' Go)#any, -Gillette Park, Boston, Pbssaohusetts, 02106.

Support from Industry
Probably one of the best indicator# of genuine interest in caitralization and consolidation of physical distribution is the attitude
toward the coUcept by industry.

For example, A. B. KUight, president

of the Norge Division of Borg Warner Corporation, has stated:
Establishment of this new management position represents a
significant realignment of operating responsibilities. Recog
nition of physical distribution as a broad management function
is vital if the full potential of related technological advances
U2

k3
is to be realized. This move to focus increased management
attention on physical distribution and integration of related
operations will result in the improved product availability,
greater distribution flœcibility, and better investment
utilization that’s vitally needed. . . .1
For an organization like the Norge Division, in the highly coinpetitive
consumer products field, a key consideration was to in^rove dealer ser
vice.

U. S. retailers can choose among many kitchen appliance makers,

so the manufacturer that provides the retailer with the greatest profit
margins will have his appliances displayed and pushed.

Norge found

that the somewhat pai^doxical way to greater profits was to increase
its own warehousing cost.

This led to more^than-effsetting increases

in sales, as well as to lower dealer inventories.
Chicago's Mercury Record Corporation has embraced a single dis
tribution s y i ^ W whole-heartedly. A compa#^ spokesman reported Mercury
cut warehousing, inventory, and obsolescence costs by UO percent as a
result of a shipping survey condupted by their distribution department.
Another proof of industry's enthusiast is demonstrated ty the
Hammond valve Corporation.

Hammond, a company which makes bronze valves,

took a route similar to Norge.

They used to distribute their line

through jobbers, but discovered, as a result of a distribution depart
ment realignment, that they could boost profits by improving service
to ultimate consumers.

Ehmmond opened six regional warehouses, and now

it takes two days to service a customer's order instead of six weeks,
as before.

The president of &mmond, Morris R. Beschloss, says that

largely as a result of the new distribution system, sales have more
than doubled in the last five years.

Greatly increased volume and

^Jay H. BuUen, "Now Competitive Selling Weapon; Physical Dis
tribution Management, " Sales Management. 9ktk2, May 7, 1965.

lower tmlt production costs have far outweighed the added costs of
operating warehouses.

Other f i m s having, or converting to formal

distribution departments are Qmeral Electric, American Gynamid, A. B.
Staley Co., H, J. Heinz, lever Brothers, Scott Paper, Xerox Corporation,
Du Pont, and Johnson and Johnson.

GoveramdhtfInterest
îfot only aïrè educators and industry èndorstng the concept of
consolidating distribution functions— the Federal Government is becom
ing increasingly interested in the distribution problems of tdie nation,
particularly in the area of transportation.

President Johnson, in his

State of the Union Message on January 12, 1966, stated, "A new Depart
ment of Transportation is needed to bring together our transportation
activities.

The present structure— 35 Government agencies, spending

$5 billion yearly, makes It almost Impossible to serve either the grow
ing demands of this great nation^ or the needs of industry, or the right
of the taxpayer to full efficiency and real frugality."
The new Department of Transportation is an amalgamation of 30
existing federal cmamlssions and boards, plus four new units created
by the 89th Congress.

It will start out with 100,000 employees, and

budget exceeding $6 billion.
cabinet departments.

It will be the fifth largest of the 12

The job for the new department is a big one.

It

will be concerned with the coordinated interaction of 90 million vehicles,
3 million miles of paved roads, 100,000 private and commercial aircraft,
21,000 barges and towboats, and 25,000 miles of improved inland water
ways.

Also included are the 2§ million Americans who earn their living

by moving people and goods, accounting for about $120 billion in our
econoi^ each year.

■
%Of speêtal ipterest to educators is the o^erimentatlon being
conducted jointly by universities with the Government.

The Government

(through the Departmemt of Gdmaerce) has set up a model transportation
complex on the computers at the University of Pittsburgh.

Experts

woiicing on the project want answers on how to mesh the services of rail,
truck, and ship lines, to remove regulatory barriers, and the like.
% e University has been awarded $12$,000 to find ways of improving
inter-modal coordination of freight imvements.
The most promising Federal contribution to private industry's
struggle to better understand and upgrade distribution functions is the
prospect that the Government may bring out a Census of Distribution to
cox^leraent its much used Census of Manufacturers.

The new series,

which might give valuable distribution information such as transporta
tion costs, advertising costs, and direct selling costs per dollar of
shipment value, is not expected to be offered for some years.

But top

Commerce Departmmt officials make it clear that such a comprehensive
service is their goal in the present campaign to forge stronger links
with marketers.
Commerce Secretary John Connor invited 60 marketing people from
corporations and universities to Washington recently for round-table
discussions of just how his department— long oriented toward the produc
tion side of business— could get more deeply involved in the distribution
end.

Commerce officials think that marketing efficiencies have not kept

pace with production efficiencies, that dollar savings from innovations
in the years ahead will be most noticeable in the half of product cost
that is laid to distribution.

k6
It is likely that Commerce will reorganize its Easiness and De
fense Serrices Administration— generally basiness* prime point of
contact with thè Federal Govemment— to pat more emphasis on basiness
functions (sach as physical distribution), rather thsm on end prodacts.
However, BSDA's heavy work load of production problems related to the
Viet Nam war means that Isaah sweeping changes will have to wait.
Meanwhile, Commerce wants to "continae its dialogae" with the
marketing men.

In the recent round-table talks, there were few speci

fic suggestions of approaches the department m i ^ t take, bat farther
conferences are likely, and they should close in on individual market
ing problems.

Coaelading Rwnarks
The main problem in physical distribution today is that of fragmentation and dispersion of the distribution function.

Almost without

exception, in the twentieth century basiness world, the functions of
marketing and manufacturing have received the most attention by top
management.

It has seemed natural to first be concerned with the

question, "Can we make a satisfactory product at a sâtisfactory cost?"
and then, "Can we sell the product to the public at a satisfactory
price?"

If these conditions could be met, it seldom occurred to man

agement to be overly concerned with the question, "Can we get the
product there without breaking or spoiling it in the least amount of
time?"
How manufacturing processes, new sales techniques have evolved,
bat equal progress id distribution has not been acl^ieved.
has too long been neglected iànd taken for granted.

Distribution

Today management is

kl
realizing the fact idiat distribution comprises the third largest cost
of doing business and cannot be "taken for granted.”

Ihe reorganization,

unifying, and consolidation of the distribution function is coming to
the fore.

The concept of a separate distribution department is being

embraced by authors, industry, and the Federal Qovemment.
The fact that professors, businessmen, and governmental agencies
are concerned and are focusing their attention on distribution as a
whole, on this "No Ifen's Land" in our economy, practically insures that
physical distribution in the future will be transformed from a chronic
trouble spot to an efficient, smoothly functioning tool for management
and the nation.

Ey looking around us, we can see evidence of the

changes taking place.

Computers are solving inventory problems, whole

trucks are being fork-lifted on to flat-cars, order-processing times
are being slashed, and goods are being packed and containerized for
protection, ease-of-handling, and convenience as never before.

That

Dark Contlnwat, physical distribution, will, in time, become a settled,
productive region in today’s business world.

MBLIoaRAPHT
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